
anaging 
as   

he age-old financial advice has always been spend less than what comes in  and 

balance your household budget  owever  this is easier said than done  In any given 

moment  it s increasingly difficult to calculate a true account balance  due to the 

mismatch of timing between income and expenses  as well as the fluctuation of 

income and bills  

Balancing a household budget is a monumental feat for many people living in the 

United tates  he U  Financial iaries project found that most of the households in 

their study had significant volatility in their income and expenses month over month  
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o manage cash flow  many resort to borrowing from friends or family and high-cost 

credit to smooth expenses   

ccording to Nerd allet s  household debt study the average household that is 

carrying credit card debt owes over  which costs an average of  in 

interest annually  

o help low-to moderate-income households 

improve their cash flow management  we 

worked on eight projects  partnering with six 

different organi ations  e launched two 

experiments and two more set to launch in 

the next uarter  and are in the process of 

building two prototypes  e also refined our 

research after conducting over  ualitative 

interviews with low-income families in Fresno  

California  

his year  we are in the early stages of focusing on four promising ways in which the 

financial services industry can help their members  clients  and users better manage 

their cash flow: 

1. udget anagement  Both creating a budget and sticking to that budget are
generally seen as essential for managing cash flow  owever  there is little

evidence about how to help people stick to their budget

ith Local Initiatives upport Corporation LI C  we used visual goal-setting and 

postcards to a client s future-self to increase retention in financial coaching  Coaching 

has been shown to positively impact peoples  finances   

owever  service take-up and return 

visits have been a challenge in the field  

e are currently analy ing the results of 

our field experiment  

ncome and expense volatility 
ma es it difficult for families 
to mana e their cash flow
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In partnership with Credit uman Federal 

Credit Union  we are developing a prototype 

of a pend and ave app that takes the 

complex math out of budgeting  It 

automatically looks at your expected 

inflows and outflows  adjusts for timing 

mismatches  and generates a true balance 

in real time  he prototype is currently in 

development  

Lastly  we ran several online studies that 

showed people were more drawn to 

budgeting rules of thumb  that counted 

the number of times they would do 

something i e  eat out two times per week  

rather than how much they would spend on something i e  only spend  per week on 

eating out  e are currently designing a field experiment with Clarity oney  a personal 

finance app  for early  to test these findings on actual spending behavior  his could 

have large implications for how we construct budgets  

2. ncome tability  ccording to a ew study  of households responded that
financial stability was more important to them than moving up the income

ladder  dditionally  over  million workers almost  of the total workforce

e are developin  a 
prototype of a Spend and 
Save app that ta es the 
complex math out of 
bud etin
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are paid hourly  his means that their paycheck can vary significantly week-to-

week  depending on how many hours they were scheduled to work  

In an online study we found that study participants reported that they would give up 

 of their annual income in order to switch to a more consistent schedule  

dditionally  we found that workers would significantly prefer to be over-scheduled 

than under-scheduled  In partnership with omebase  a scheduling software  we are 

developing a series of experiments to create more optimal schedules for hourly 

workers  

. hort term and mall dollar redit olutions  Consumers need cost-effective
short-term lending  Unfortunately  most of the wide spread credit solutions are

in the form of predatory payday loans  hese loans generally lead to borrowers

paying more in fees than they originally received in credit  In fact  the average

payday loan borrower is in debt for five months of the year  repeatedly

borrowing less than  and paying an average of  in fees

e partnered with Credit uman to improve their payday loan alternative  oney  By 

asking borrowers to plan their payment ahead of when the payment was due  we 

hypothesi e that we will be able to increase repayment rates  his will allow Credit 

uman to offer the small dollar loan at 

an even more affordable rate for their 

members  his experiment is still in the 

field  

. eaving cash behind  ccording
to a  allup survey   of

mericans still make most  if not 

all  of their purchases with cash  

owever  operating in the cash economy has many drawbacks  Not only are 

cash users more vulnerable to theft  they are also locked out of beneficial 

financial services  such as expense tracking  budgeting  or automatic savings  

e are partnering with rameen merica  a microloan lender for female small 

business owners  to transition women from using cash to cards   

24% of mericans
still ma e most, if not all, of 
their purchases with cash
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Partner Cohort: 2017 

Increasing a e 
an  re a en  n 
a a a  an 
a erna i e 

Partner Type: CU  

Project Type: Optimization Project Status: In Field  

ayday loans provide relief 

for a very immediate need 

for cash  but this relief 

comes at the cost of triple 

digit interest rates and 

exorbitant fees  ccording to 

the ew Charitable rusts  

about  million people in 

the United tates take out 

payday loans  Furthermore  

borrowers who cannot 

afford to repay loans within 

two weeks are often forced 

to take out more loans to 

cover existing ones  

Borrowers incur even more fees and get trapped in a downward cycle of debt o help 

members use lower-cost payday alternatives  we partnered with Credit uman Federal 

Credit Union Credit uman  a credit union in an ntonio  exas  Credit uman 

developed oney a low-fee  low interest rate payday alternative that offers members 

2017 
redit uman
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money on the spot  embers can go online and re uest a loan for up to  at any 

time without a credit check   

Funds are deposited into their checking account within  seconds of approval  Unlike a 

payday loan  members cannot take out another - oney loan until they have paid off 

the existing oney loan  

Credit uman developed oney after they 

learned that members and even credit union 

employees  were using local and online 

payday lenders for their short-term cash 

needs  For example  in a five-month period in 

 members made over  payment 

transactions for  million dollars by C  to 

traditional payday lenders   

e a io a  ia nosis and e  nsi ts 
oney was designed to meet the members  immediate need for money without 

creating longer-term problems  and to be financially viable for the credit union  In order 

to offer lower interest rates and lower fees  Credit uman needs high uptake and 

repayment rates  e are working with Credit uman on an intervention focused on 

increasing uptake rates  e also launched an experiment aimed at increasing 

repayment rates among members who could benefit from the loan  e are working with 

Credit uman on an intervention focused on increasing uptake rates  e also launched 

an experiment aimed at increasing repayment rates  

hrough our research  we reali ed that in order to increase on-time payments we needed 

to:  

1. rompt members to think about when they will have money to make the ne t
loan payment. espite good intentions  many people often fail to follow through

on important plans such as taking medication  exercising  voting  and paying

loans on time  here is an increasing amount of evidence showing that

ver a five month 
period members paid 
over 1.4 million dollars 
to payday lenders
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prompting people to make specific plans makes them more likely to follow 

through  

For this reason  we decided that shortly after a member takes out a loan  

we would prompt them to plan their payment by thinking about when they 

have money available to make the next loan payment

ncourage members to make payments as soon as funds are available instead

of waiting for the deadline . From a purely rational economic perspective

members should wait until the loan is due to pay it  From a behavioral

perspective  however  members might be better served by making a loan

payment when they have funds available  so as to avoid the temptation of

spending the money elsewhere or risk forgetting to make the payment on the due

date  For this reason  we reminded members that partial payment was an option

e also offered details about how to make a partial payment

e iment 
embers who took out a oney loan were randomly assigned to a control or 

experimental condition  In the experimental condition members got a plan your 

payment  email a few days after the loan was taken out see figure below  embers in 

the control condition did not get a plan your payment  email  In both conditions  

however  members get a payment reminder  he payment reminder was sent three days 

before the one-month and two-month payment deadlines
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es s 
ur experiment is still in the field and will be running until  In the first five months 

of the experiment   members had taken out a oney loan  e will be measuring 

repayment rates across both conditions and will share results in  

Control Condition

Experimental Condition

Figure 5: Summary of  conditions 

!

!
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Partner Cohort: 2016 

sing is a  g a  
se ing an  a 

s car   
re se   

increase re en i n 

Partner Type: NPO  

Project Type: Optimization Project Status: In Field  

ecent evaluations of financial 

coaching provide evidence that 

coaching is a promising 

approach that leads to 

changing financial behaviors 

and improving financial health  

owever  these evaluations 

showed that the success of 

coaching is moderated by the 

participant s engagement   

For financial coaching to 

improve a participant s circumstances significantly  the participant has to commit to it  

ur own analysis of financial coaching participants mirrors these findings  

articipants who attend three or more sessions including two in-person sessions  were 

more likely to find a job  keep their job after  days  and establish a credit history  

hese effects could be attributed to self-selection people who are already committed

2017 
ocal nitiatives 

Support orporation
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to employment may naturally continue with sessions  but we also suspect that 

financial coaching has an independent positive effect on outcomes  

herefore  improving retention and engagement among financial coaching participants 

would increase the impact of the programs  But what are the most effective ways to do 

that? ver the past  months  we have partnered with Local Initiatives upport 

Corporation LI C  to tackle just this problem  orking with their network of Financial 

pportunity Centers F Cs  we explored behaviorally informed strategies to improve the 

retention of financial coaching programs  

e a io a  ia nosis and e  nsi ts 

he strategies we designed were based 

on the in-depth ualitative research we 

conducted at  F Cs across five 

different states  

uring these trips  we had one-on-one 

interviews with financial coaching 

participants about their experiences 

with the program  e also spoke with 

Results by Commitment Level

Figure 6: Results by commitment level 

e conducted ualitative 
research at 2  centers across 
five different states.

Experimental Condition
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financial coaches about where in the process they see clients struggle and what kind 

of strategies they use to engage them  In addition to the ualitative work  we also 

analy ed administrative data provided by LI C to look for trends in retention  

From this work  we identified a number of barriers that might prevent a financial 

coaching participant from fully engaging with the program  e think two barriers are 

especially important: 

1. inancial coaching offers value that materiali es in the future, but many
participants are focused on short term problems. his mismatch means that

some participants may not fully connect with the long-term goals they set as

part of the coaching process

2. ome participants put off working with a nancial coach until a certain point in
the future, such as when they secure employment. his means that some

participants may drop off more uickly during the early sessions

e iment 
Based on these insights  we developed an intervention that tests two behaviorally 

informed strategies  In the first strategy  financial coaches took participants through a 

visual goal setting exercise  articipants were presented with a set of eight photos and 

asked to select one that represented what they wanted their financial future to feel like  

his prompted a conversation about why they identified with the selected picture   

his visual goal setting exercise draws on research suggesting that we connect with 

images differently than we do with abstract ideas  By structuring a long-term goal setting 

exercise around visuals  participants were able to connect with their goals in a more 

meaningful way   

Furthermore  we purposefully selected eight photos that were conceptual  allowing 

participants to imbue them with their own meaning  In doing so  the photos allowed 

participants to connect with their goals on an emotional level  alf of the financial 
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coaching participants were asked only to pick a 

photograph   

he other half were asked to use their answers from 

the visual goal setting exercise to fill out a postcard 

written to their future selves  

hey were unaware of the fact that they would 

receive the postcard the next time they missed a 

meeting  eminders such as the postcard can play 

an important role in making our previous intentions 

more salient by bringing us back to the moment 

when we set those intentions  he postcard not only 

serves as a reminder of the motivation participants 

felt during the session  but it also makes the coach s 

contact information readily available  

Control Condition

!
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esu ts 
nrollment in the experiment ended in ctober  In total  we rolled out our 

intervention to  financial coaching participants in ten different cities  e will 

continue tracking outcomes for these participants for the next three months  

pecifically  we will be tracking retention  which we define as having attended three 

or more financial coaching sessions within three months  as well as the length of 

time between sessions  e expect to share results in   

Figure 7: Summary of Conditions 

Experimental Condition
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Partner Cohort: 2017  

I r ing cas  
 anage en  

 re cing ric i n 
an  c gni i e a  

Partner Type: CU  

Project Type: Prototype  Project Status: In Build 

ccording to the Consumer Financial 

rotection Bureau CF B   of adults 

in merica struggle to pay their bills  

dditionally  one in three adults 

experienced material hardships in the 

past year running out of food  not being 

able to afford a place to live  or lacking the 

money to seek medical treatment  In a 

survey conducted by CareerBuilder  

 of mericans live paycheck to paycheck  

o help consumers manage their finances  

we partnered with Credit uman Federal 

Credit Union Credit uman  a credit union in 

an ntonio  exas with over  

members  Credit uman was concerned that 

their members did not have enough slack in 

their budget to deal with the varying demands 

of daily life   

2017 
redit uman

43% of adults in
merica stru le to pay 

their bills
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eeping in line with Credit uman s mission of improving the financial well-being of 

members  especially those of modest means  we have focused on several projects 

aimed at making it easier for their low-and moderate-income people to manage 

their money effectively and meet their short-term cash needs  

e a io a  ia nosis and e  nsi ts 
e partnered with both Credit uman 

and Bridgeable  a service design agency 

based in oronto  Canada  e 

undertook a rigorous exploration to 

understand the behaviors we were 

aiming to change and the barriers to 

the desired behaviors  his involved  

in-depth interviews with credit union 

members   in-depth interviews with 

credit union staff  a focus group style 

learning lab and a co-creation session  From this process  we identified two behavior 

areas to focus on   

First  we wanted to help members spend less at the start of their pay period in order to 

smooth their spending so they had more money left toward the end of their pay period  

econd  we wanted to help credit union members save incremental small amounts 

throughout the pay period  

e also identified two barriers that prevent people from engaging in these behaviors  

1. ognitive load. embers reported having to check their balance regularly to

work out if they could afford day-to-day purchases

hey explained the difficult calculations they had to make  taking into account

upcoming bills and expenses to consider whether a purchase now would lead to

a more difficult financial situation later in the month

his resulted in a continuous process of weighing opportunity costs against each

e conducted 12 in depth 
interviews with credit union 
members and 4 in depth 
interviews with credit union 
staff
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other and struggling with unexpected or varying costs  embers often 

reported making mistakes  thus having to resort to expensive credit  

2. riction to saving. dditionally  and partly caused by this cognitive load
members reported struggling to save  ue to irregular or variable income and

expenses  members didn t want to commit to an automated direct deposit

because the amount they could save varied month-to-month  Furthermore  there

was too much friction to make saving manual small incremental amounts

worthwhile

e iment 
e decided to build an app pend and ave  to help tackle these challenges  fter 

several rounds of prototyping  we settled on the following key features   

1. ree to spend. he main feature of
the app is its ability to calculate a

free-to-spend or sweat-free  as

labeled below  amount  his

re uires it to identify upcoming bills

and expenses  rent  utilities  travel

etc   and calculate a figure that

does not include these and so is

available to spend

he feature accounts for a bill buffer  to 

allow for an unexpected bill or expense  his buffer emerged as an essential element to 

enable users to feel that they could trust the overall figure without worry of it under 

calculating costs  

Finally  this feature also builds in emergency savings  which is a small amount that is 

moved to savings at the end of the pay period  Importantly this amount can vary from 

one month to another  allowing for regular savings without the danger of 

overcommitting   
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verall  displaying this free-to-spend figure has the potential to reduce the need for 

mental calculation and opportunity cost consideration when making every day 

purchasing decisions  

2. uick ave. o overcome the perceived friction to small incremental savings  we
introduced a uick save feature  a button that enables users to save a small

amount with one click  In many ways  this is the opposite of impulsive spending

ne of the challenges with saving is that it s about deferring immediate gratification 

for the promise of longer term well-being  iven that there is rarely any short-term 

reward for saving  we decided to introduce reward subsitution to this feature in the 

form of haptic feedback the phone would vibrate  and a visual celebration e g  

confetti flowing across the screen  

App Screens

Figure 8: Sample app screens 
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his app is still in development with our partner  nce the app is completed  we plan to 

answer the following uestions: 

oes giving people a free to spend amount which e cludes their usual

e penses reduce their cognitive load and increase the uality of their spending

decisions

e plan to test this by randomly assigning people to use the app versus not

having the app at all

oes the time period that their free to spend amount is calculated for influence

their spending decisions

e plan to test this by randomly assigning people to receive and use one of a

number of different versions of the app that has different time periods  i e  free to

spend until: the end of the day the end of the week  the end of the month  or their

next paycheck
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Partner Cohort: 2017 

ea ing cas  
e in  i ing 

s i e e a i r 
r s a  
siness ans 

Partner Type: NPO  

Project Type: Optimization Project Status: In Build 

ccording to a  allup survey   of mericans still make most  if not all  of their 

purchases with cash  owever  operating in the cash economy has many drawbacks  

Not only are cash users more vulnerable to theft  but they are also locked out of 

beneficial financial services such as expense tracking  budgeting  or automatic savings   

o understand how to help 

consumers shift from cash to 

cards  we partnered with 

rameen merica  an 

organi ation dedicated to 

helping women who live in 

poverty build small 

businesses to create better 

lives for their families   

e a io a  ia nosis and e  nsi ts 
rameen merica offers low-income women microloans to help them build their 

businesses  achieve higher family incomes  and develop entrepreneurial skills  he 

2017
rameen merica
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rameen lending model fosters accountability among its members  the women 

entrepreneurs it lends to  for their loan repayments  

embers must repay their loans in 
person during a weekly meeting  

the Center eeting  e uests for 

membership  loans and loan 

increases must be approved by all 

members in the group at the Center 

eeting  rameen reports over  

repayment rates   

ecently  rameen has started to disburse loans using a card  heir goal is for members 

to use the disbursement card to buy goods directly from vendors  he disbursement 

card is a much safer and more secure option for members  ore importantly the 

members need to be comfortable with digital tools  etting rameen members to use 

disbursement cards is one way to shift  behavior away from cash and towards cards  

owever  currently most members are not using the cards as intended  instead  over 

 of members take out the full amount on the card as cash from an  

In order to understand the barriers to 

card usage  we observed nine Center 

eetings in Brooklyn and the Bronx  

dditionally  our team visited four 

different rameen branches to observe 

the loans being disbursed to members  

uring these visits  we had the 

opportunity to talk to rameen staff  

members  and branch managers  and 

get their insights on barriers to using the card to pay directly instead of getting cash  

From these conversations  we ve gathered the following insights: 

0% of members 
withdraw the full deposit 
amount in cash from an 
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here are no rules of thumb around using cash versus the card. here are no

clear guidelines or rules of thumb around how and when cash should and should

not be used  his makes it easy for members to still use cash

ayment method for loan purchases using the

card or using cash to buy goods  is not a visible

or social behavior.  great deal of the success of

the rameen model repayment in particular  is

around social forces and accountability to

others  Currently  there is little emphasis on how

the loan is being spent  let alone the payment

method for the loan cash versus card  here is

no real opportunity for members to see  the payment methods other members

use when buying goods and services for their small businesses

embers do not feel that they know how to use the card even if they have been

given instructions  and prefer to spend the way they always have for many 

cash . embers may not have knowledge of or familiarity with digital banking and

card usage  s a result  how and when to use the card might not connect with

other habits members have previously formed  ome members resort to asking

family members to help them use the card to withdraw cash from an 

because they can then interact with the loan without further assistance  Concepts

such as activation  setting a IN and checking balances may all be unfamiliar  s a

result  it is not worth engaging with the card directly  when using cash is a readily

available and familiar alternative

e iment 
e are in the process of developing our experiment which we expect to roll-out in 

 e hope to make two key changes to the current system: 
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1. Change the weekly meetings to make the payment more visible to other

members. During the weekly meetings, members who just had a loan disbursed

will be asked if they used the card to pay for goods or services and why they did

or did not use the card. These questions will be asked “out loud” in the presence

of other members. This approach will shed some light on self-reported barriers

to using the card and help create guidelines and norms around using the card.

Grameen is in the midst of rolling out these changes to seven Grameen markets

in New York, Texas, Massachusetts and California.

2. Send text message reminders to members the same week that their loan is

disbursed. This is when members are most likely to be making purchases. We

will test the efficacy of the reminders on card utilization, testing different

messages. We expect to start pushing text messages at the end of 2017 to

members in seven Grameen markets. Based on loan terms and current

membership, we expect to send over 10,000 text messages to members in the

seven markets within six months after launch.
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earnings r  e 
a  
n ers an ing 

c n e  r g  
en ir n en a  
i ersi n 
Partner Type: -- Partner Cohort: --  
Project Type: Lab Learnings Project Status: Completed 

o better understand financial decision making among low-and-

moderate income mericans  we spent two weeks performing 

immersive ualitative research in Fresno  California  one of the 

poorest counties in California  with  of people living below the 

poverty line   

In performing this research  we conducted over  ualitative 

interviews with low-and-moderate income mericans  

his research included: grocery store shopping trip 

follow-alongs and interviews  in-home visits and 

interviews  ualitative interviews with 

managers of small businesses  undercover 

visits to used-car dealerships  one day of 
debt collection follow-along  a behavioral 

audit of an auto loan 

collections center  an audit of a religious-

based financial training program  purchase 

and use of money orders  visits to 

2017
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several payday lenders  including taking out  extending  and repaying a payday loan  

and informal discussions with members of the community   

ver  of these interviews focused primarily on the themes of: how people talk or 

don t talk  about finance  income and expense volatility  and financial automation and 

control  

e also performed a variety of community 

service activities  including: three presentations 

on behavioral science life hacks  volunteering at 

a summer camp for low-income children  

delivering a financial coaching session  and 

conducting mock interviews with thrift store 

employees on work-for-welfare programs  

e a io a  ia nosis and e  nsi ts 
We used a combination of immersion and semi-structured interviews to understand 

the lives and financial decision-making of primarily low-income individuals. At the 

start of every interview, participants filled out the form below. This started a 

conversation and provided a baseline to compare across our research

e conducted over 0 
ualitative interviews with 

low and moderate income 
mericans. 
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hile the results of our ualitative interviews are not meant to be conclusive or statically 

rigorous  they did provide meaningful insights into the lives and challenges of low-to 

moderate income individuals  e compiled our findings across four themes: 

ow people talked or didn t talk  about their finances

ow people cope with income and expense volatility

ow people make the trade-off between automation and control of their

finances

ow people buy a used car

ome of these findings replicate seminal insights found in behavior science  thers 

may surprise you  

Sample Questionnaire

Figure 9: Sample questionnaire 

!
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alking or not talking  about nances 
eople often don t discuss their finances because:  

hey know others might be worse off

than they are. here is a fear that if

money is discussed  other people

who are in a worse financial situation

may ask them for money

heir nances are seen as a

reflection of other life choices. ome

people did not want to discuss

finances because it would highlight

their personal priorities and choices

hese priorities may reflect life decisions that family and friends disagreed with

e g  drug alcohol abuse  smoking  etc

here is a sense of hopelessness. here was often a sense that there is no

purpose to discussing finances since their financial situation won t change  ne

respondent stated I was poor yesterday I m poor today and I m going to be poor

tomorrow

“I was poor yesterday, I’m poor today, and I’m 
going to be poor tomorrow.” 

-Fresno resident

hen users did discuss their finances it was often with just one or two close 

confidents  here was fear of letting too many people know  about their 

financial situation  eople seemed more open to discussing problems when 

they are framed as an issue that can be solved e g  a friend is making a 

financial mistake that can be remedied   
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oping with income and e pense volatility 
any people had creative self-hacks to manage their financial volatility  including: 

atching their income and e penses. any people first paid their rent and bills

when they received their paychecks often using money orders  then used the

rest of their money until their next paycheck

Working just in time side jobs. ide jobs hustles were largely only done when a

person had low funds rather than in a preemptive way

nticipating windfalls. ax refunds are a significant windfall which some people

use as forced savings  eople would penny pinch until tax season and then

breathe easier  get caught up on loans  make larger purchases  or take trips

entally budgeting each paycheck. eople who are paid twice a month may

mentally account for each paycheck differently and use each paycheck for

different purposes

aking the automation vs. control trade off 
e noted a couple of interesting habits that happen when L I consider automating 

their savings and expenses  

utomatic savings are not mentally accounted for as earnings. utomatic

withdrawal for savings has such a powerful effect that people can forget that the

money was even earned  s a result  they don t mentally account for this money

as part of their paycheck

inimum credit card payment as the default. eople s assumed default for

credit card payment is often the card s minimum payment  hose with a balance

may pay that amount or use that amount as an anchor to adjust their payments

pense variability reduces automation. hen bills are variable  automating

often feels too risky  his effect gets further exacerbated if a checking account

reference point is 
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assles beginning to automate. he hassle of going through a one-time
automation can dissuade people from automating  even when they would like

to

uditing the auto loan process
e explored auto loan origination and collection in depth  which revealed several 

insights about the industry   

uto salespeople have no built in sales incentive to ensure a car buyer can

repay a loan. hey often take pride in being able to get a buyer into any car on the

lot  regardless of a buyer s ability to pay for the car

nce on a car lot, price negotiations are often based on monthly payment

amount. his obscures the total cost of the car  as well as the interest rate and

the length of the loan  uto salespeople use a variety of tactics which range from

anchoring a potential buyer to an expensive car to outright modification of the

loan application document

m a t 
hese insights have helped inform our work  e are building a new auto loan 

calculator to help consumers understand the true cost of buying a car  including gas  

insurance and maintenance costs  In addition  we are working with Beneficial tate 

Bank to change their auto loan payments schedules  allowing consumers to time their 

payment to when they get their paycheck   
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Partner Cohort: 2017 

earnings 
r  e a   
an r es  

 c r  
c ns i n  

Partner Type: Startup 

Project Type: Lab Learnings Project Status: In Build 

In financial education and personal 

finance circles  budgeting both 

tracking expenses and planning 

how much to spend in a specific 

category of expenses  is heralded 

as a way to reduce expenses and 

focus spending on areas of 

personal importance  owever  

from a research perspective  the 

jury is still out on the benefits of 

budgeting  It is unclear how 

successful budgeting is at actually 

reducing expenses even in the 

short term  given the behavioral 

challenges associated with creating and adhering to a budget  

e have partnered with Clarity oney to test personal financial management features  

including traditional style budgeting and an alternative form of budgeting based on rules 

of thumb  ules of thumb are heuristics that can help people make decisions  For 

example  we use rules to help us make mealtime decisions  e g  Never eat carbs  or to 

2017
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stay in fashion  e g  on t wear white after Labor ay  ules of thumb are also helpful in 

the personal financial management space  owever  existing research does not provide 

guidance on how to design rules for optimal adoption and impact   

e a io a  ia nosis and e  nsi ts 
Based on our data analysis  we selected eating out as a good category for testing weekly 

rules of thumb  e chose this category due to its fre uency and to the amount of 

spending that occurs relative to categories which have more irregular purchase patterns 

and a lower proportion of someone s budget  In addition  our ualitative interviews and 

auditing of financial education courses suggested that eating out was a category people 

felt they should cut down on   

e chose a week as our preferred unit of time for testing because we believed  based on 

findings from our research with ropel  that smaller chunks of time are easier to 

conceptuali e  

e performed a -person study on ma on echanical urk to determine the most 

effective type of rule of thumb for managing weekly eating out  e tested the following 

rules for both specific establishments and for eating out in general:  

nly spend a maximum of  each time you eat out

nly spend  per week eating out

Never eat out

nly eat out two  times per week

nly eat out on the weekends

e found that the number of times per week rule e g  I will eat out only once this 

week  generally outperformed the other rules of thumb in terms of how confident 

people felt that they would follow it  the amount that people said they would save if 

they followed it  and if they would recommend it   
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e also found that more general rules of thumb for the activity i e  I will eat out only 

two  times per week  generally outperformed rules of thumb based on specific 

establishments i e  I will eat out only two  times per week at ed s estaurant

How likely do you think you’d be able to follow [the rule]? (1-9 scale)

Figure 10: Results by condition 

How much money do you expect you’d save if  you followed the rule for a month?

Figure 11: Results by condition 
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e iment  
o extend our budgeting work  we partnered with Clarity oney a personal finance 

management app  ogether  we are running two separate three-condition experiments  

one focused on budgeting and one focused on rules of thumb   

In the first three-condition experiment  we are testing the following conditions: an 

informational control  an overall budget-setting condition  and a category-by-category 

budget setting condition   

In the second three-condition experiment within the context of a specific category of 

spending  we plan on testing: an informational control  an overall category spending 

challenge e g  spend only  eating out this week  and a rule of thumb-based 

challenge e g  eat out only twice this week   

hese experiments will be rolled out in  of  and will include at least  

Clarity users  

Would you recommend this rule to a family or friend? 

Figure 12: Results by condition 
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Partner Cohort: 2017 

earnings r  e 
a  an s are 
e  ecrease e  

c a enges i in 
r er inc e 
a i i  

Partner Type: Startup 

Project Type: Lab Learnings Project Status: In Build 

ver  of mericans who 

report variable monthly income 

blame it on an irregular work 

schedule  according to a report 

released by spen Institute  

ven jobs with steady hours can 

generate a volatile income 

stream due to performance-

based pay irregular pay periods  

or lack of paid time off  

o further investigate this matter  we partnered with omebase  a scheduling app for 

small businesses  omebase not only reaches employers  but also has a direct line to 

employees  

2017
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e a io a  ia nosis and e  nsi ts 
o better understand the challenges that hourly workers face and uncover how 

omebase could address them  we ran three studies reaching  people  reviewed 

relevant literature  and conducted nine immersive interviews with small businesses  

e found a couple of key insights: 

chedules are unstable. ourly workers have a lot of variability in their

schedules  In our online study of over  workers   reported working more

hours some weeks than others and having a fluctuating paycheck as a result

mong hourly workers   reported variable or highly variable schedules and

paychecks

mployees lack notice. In another Common Cents Lab study  of employees

reported getting their schedule at most a week before  and  of employees got

it only the day before the

upcoming workweek

This is consistent with reports 

that, nationally, over 40% of 

employees, and 47% of part-time 

hourly workers, learn when they 
will be working less than one 

week in advance  his large 

representative study was 

conducted at the University of Chicago  Not surprisingly in our survey   of 

employees reported that they would like to receive at least two weeks  notice  

o figure out how much this really matters to workers  we decided to uantify the pain 

in dollars  ould people take a pay cut in exchange for a consistent schedule with a 

dependable paycheck?  

e asked over  people on ma on echanical urk to imagine they had a job with 

a highly variable schedule high seasonality  low predictability  and that they could take 

a pay cut to change it to a more consistent schedule  In this hypothetical 

% of employees are
ettin  their schedule at 

most a wee  before, and 
10% only the day before
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scenario  participants said they were willing to give up an average of  in yearly 

income to switch to a consistent job  keeping total work hours constant  e then asked 

how much of their own income they would give up to switch to a consistent schedule  

n average  they would give up  or  of their annual income for a more 

consistent schedule  hile we are not surprised that people have a preference for 

consistent work schedules  we are surprised at the magnitude of this preference   

In a follow-up study of  ma on echanical urk workers  we sought to further 

unpack the pain of income volatility  articipants imagined that they were hourly 

workers  hen they were randomly assigned to one of two conditions: they received a 

schedule with either more than the maximum number of hours that they had re uested 

or fewer than their minimum   

orkers were unhappier when 

they were underscheduled got 

less than the minimum they 

re uested  than when they were 

overscheduled  his pattern was 

driven by low levels of financial 

security and high stress when 

workers were underscheduled 

because they were worried about 

not having enough income to pay 

their bills that week  Indeed  corroborating this finding   of hourly workers reported 

that it s more frustrating to be assigned fewer hours than the minimum they re uested 

versus more hours than their maximum  

Hourly workers would give up 12% of their annual 
income in exchange for a more consistent 
schedule. 
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e iment 
s a next step  we are partnering with omebase to first collect employee preferences 

and then design a product feature that feeds this information back to employers at the 

point of scheduling   

fter we have created this preference loop  we will work with omebase to increase 

notice times from their current average of five days to  hopefully  two weeks  o do this  

we ll start by making it incredibly easy for employers to create schedules that meet their 

own business objectives as well as the needs of their employees   

omebase and other scheduling software solutions have the power to help smooth out 

income volatility  hile some of the issues listed above may be a result of business 

owners optimi ing for profit  we hope that a majority of workers  scheduling pain can be 

solved with smart technology and clever behavioral solutions  
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